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ADJOURNMENT 

Racing Industry, Minimum Bet Limit 

Mr KRAUSE (Beaudesert—LNP) (2.32 am): The mishandling and bungling of the racing industry 
continues unabated under this Labor government. We have seen it on display again this week in relation 
to the decision by the minister to finally implement a minimum bet limit in Queensland—a minimum bet 
limit policy that brings us into line with New South Wales and Victoria. It is a decision they were dragged 
into.  

We have been consistent on this. It is simply embarrassing for racing in Queensland that we had 
the CEO of Racing Queensland and the Minister for Racing pointing the finger at each other about who 
was responsible for making a decision about the minimum bet limit. Then the minister said that they 
were going to implement it, Racing Queensland said they were not going to implement it and two months 
later they have done a big U-turn and decided that they are finally going to implement it. It truly 
symbolises the way the government has treated racing in Queensland right from the beginning in 2015, 
when it sacked the entire board of RQ because of a few issues in the greyhound code. This destroyed 
confidence among owners, trainers and punters.  

Since then the meandering along has continued. It continued under the member for 
Rockhampton and it is continuing under the member for Brisbane Central. The only time those opposite 
had a firm direction was when they were cutting prize money, especially for country racing. What about 
the infrastructure plan that they were going to be delivering? It is now March 2017, two years after Labor 
came to office, and no significant infrastructure funds have been made available for the racing sector. 
Now that they have backflipped on the minimum bet limit we would like to see some other changes 
made too, such as restoring the on-field incentive scheme and country racing prize money. There has 
been money set aside by the government to help country racing clubs bring in other sources of income, 
but the only thing it has been used for so far is to prop up country racing prize money. Let us make it 
permanent. Country race clubs want to see that prize money back in country racing on a permanent 
basis.  

We have also seen some problems in the integrity body that was set up by the government—the 
QRIC. Recently there have been a number of high-profile departures from QRIC. The harness steward, 
David Farquharson, has been dismissed. Today it has been reported in the Gold Coast Bulletin that 
another high-ranking steward, Norm Torpey, has been suspended or moved into another role as a result 
of an investigation and Jamie Dart, a very senior integrity officer, is under review. There is a cloud over 
the operations at QRIC. It is clear that it is not operating the way the government intended it to operate: 
as an integrity body to get things on the right path here in Queensland, in particular in the greyhound 
sector. It beggars belief that a steward who was overseeing greyhound racing when things went wrong 
was then appointed to a very senior role in QRIC. That person is still employed in that position. The 
meandering and mishandling continues. 
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